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RESUME 

 

National 

 Smartmatic and Commission on Elections fear failure of elections 

With only two months left before Election Day, Smartmatic, the UK-based voting 
equipment supplier of the Commission on Elections (Comelec), has told the Comelec 
that it would need more than two months to make the upgrades and adjustments 
needed to print the voter receipts ordered by the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court 
recently made a ruling which mandated the issuance voter verification receipts, 
affecting both the schedule and costs for the preparation for the 2016 elections, 
according to the Comelec. 

 

 Philippines hit record tourist arrivals in January 2016 

The Philippines was able to exceed 500,000 tourist arrivals in January 2016, the 
highest it has ever attracted in a single month. The Department of Tourism expects the 
strong performance of the industry to continue this year as the industry is gearing for 
aggressive marketing activities and international events, such as the hosting of the 
ASEAN Tourism Forum, and increasing awareness of the country’s product offerings. 

 

International 

 Abu Sayyaf impose deadline for ransom of foreign hostages 

In a video posted on Facebook, the Abu Sayyaf Group announced that the families of 
the two Canadians and one Norwegian citizen they have been taking hostage since 
September 2015 have until April 8 to pay the ransom of P1 billion for each hostage 
demanded by the group. They threatened to kill the hostages should the families fail to 
pay the ransom. It is suspected that the foreign nationals are being held in the island of 
Sulu. 

 

 China alarmed by Philippine lease of Japanese aircraft 

China expressed alarm about an agreement in which the Philippines will lease five 
aircraft from Japan to assist the Philippine Navy conduct surveillance flights over the 
disputed area of the South China Sea. “If the Philippines’ actions are to challenge 
China’s sovereignty and security interests, China is resolutely opposed,” foreign 
ministry spokesperson Hong Lei said. Hong also warned Japan to “speak and act 
cautiously” in its involvement in the South China Sea despite not being among the 
claimant countries. 

Meanwhile, Malacañang announced that the recently appointed Foreign Affairs 
Secretary Rene Almendras will be actively pursuing the Philippines’ territorial claims in 

http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/772665/smartmatic-fears-election-failure
http://www.mb.com.ph/phl-tourist-arrivals-hit-500k-mark-in-january-2016/
http://globalnation.inquirer.net/137640/abus-set-deadline-for-hostages
http://globalnation.inquirer.net/137638/china-warns-ph-japan-on-plane-deal
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the South China Sea in anticipation of the ruling to be issued by the arbitration court 
this year. 
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SMARTMATIC FEARS ELECTION FAILURE 

BY: GIL CABACUNGAN | PHILIPPINE DAILY INQUIRER 

01:18 AM MARCH 11TH, 2016 

With only two months left before Election Day, Smartmatic, the UK-based voting equipment 

supplier of the Commission on Elections (Comelec), has told the Comelec that it would need more 

than two months to make the upgrades and adjustments needed to print the voter receipts ordered by 

the Supreme Court. 

In a letter to the Comelec, a copy of   which was obtained by the Inquirer,  Smartmatic said it should 

not be blamed for any failure of elections because of the “far-reaching repercussions” if these 

necessary adjustments on the vote-counting machines (VCMs) are not done. 

“Based on our experience in 2010 and   2013, as well as other countries where we   have assisted 

governments conduct their  elections, the election will fail if the   printed receipt feature is activated 

at   this very late stage of the project,”   said Smartmatic. 

It said the proposed changes in the  Supreme Court’s ruling directing the Comelec to issue voter 

verification receipts  would   impact on both the schedule and costs for   the preparation for the 2016 

elections. 

According to Smartmatic, voters would have to   go through four additional steps—learn   new 

buttons, print, tear and drop receipt  in new box. 

Based on its estimates, Smartmatic said that this new voter experience would extend the voting 

period by more than 20 hours per cluster precinct “which in practical terms is not manageable in one 

election and could lead to long lines and voter unrest at the polling station.” 

Running the print function was not as simple as switching a button. Smartmatic said that the VCM 

software and hardware would need upgrades in printer and cutter, and would require a lengthy 

period of testing to avoid printer failure. 

Introducing the print function would also require additional training for all field staff and repair 

teams; voter education campaigns to teach the new interface and the drafting of a new voter flow 

process. 

New rules have to be established on different cases arising from printing voter receipts such as if a 

voter destroys the receipt or takes it out of the voting center or the receipt gets jammed. 

Comelec Chair Andres Bautista on Thursday said the Supreme Court ruling to print receipts was 

like being thrown a curve ball. 

“Now we have to reassess everything,” he said, adding that the poll body would be filing today 

(Friday) a motion for reconsideration  of the high court decision. 

http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/byline/gil-cabacungan
http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/source/philippine-daily-inquirer
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PHL TOURIST ARRIVALS HIT 500K MARK IN JANUARY 2016  

by Philippine News Agency 

March 10, 2016 (updated)  

This is the first time in the history of Philippine tourism that the 500,000 mark has been breached in 

the first month of the year, the Department of Tourism (DOT) said on Thursday. 

DOT Assistant Secretary Rolando ‘Alan’ Canizal said tourist arrivals to the Philippines reached 

542,258 visitors or a 13.17 percent growth versus the 479,149 for the same month last year. 

“This show unprecedented and sustained robust growth in the past 61 months or five years,” Canizal 

said in a text message. 

“The growth is stimulated by aggressive campaign on “It’s More Fun in the Philippines” and the 

markets receptiveness to the ‘Visit the Philippines Again 2016′ campaign,” he added. 

Canizal said the department meanwhile expects the strong performance of the industry to continue 

this year as the industry is gearing for aggressive marketing activities and international events. 

He said that these events include high-profile events such as the holding of the ASEAN Tourism 

Forum in January and increasing awareness of the country’s product offerings. 

Among top markets, Korea still topped the list of markets with 147,165 visitors this month which is 

27.14 percent more than one-fourth of the total arrivals to the country. 

Claiming the second spot on top markets is the USA with 84,506 visitors constituting or 15.58 

percent of the total visitors this month. This is also 9.90 percent higher than of 76,896 in January 

2014. 

Despite territorial disputes, China made third on the list of top markets with 48,708 visitors or 8.98 

percent of the total arrivals. 

Japan is fourth top market with 41,691 visitors or 7.69 percent of the total visitors this month 

followed fifth sport Australia with 25,274 arrivals or 4.66 percent of the visitors this month. 

Rounding up the top 10 visitor markets are Canada with 21,108 arrivals, Taiwan with 15,523 

arrivals, United Kingdom with 15,072 arrivals, Singapore with 13,404 arrivals and Malaysia with 

11,068 arrivals. 

As for receipts, the country generated an estimated PHP21.94-billion worth of earnings from 

tourism activities for the month of January 2016. 

The Average Daily Expenditure (ADE) for the month of January 2016 is PHP4,904, Average 

Length of Stay (ALoS) of tourists in the country for the year is at around 10 nights while average 

per capita expenditure of visitors for the month was PHP50,561. 

Top three spending markets is Korea with visitor spending at PHP6.21-billion followed by USA 

with visitor spending at PHP4.26 billion and Japan with visitor spending at PHP1.64 billion spent. 

Among the top 12 markets of the country, visitors from Canada recorded the highest per capita 

spending for the month of January with PHP56,088, followed by Germany with PHP53,039 and 

USA with PHP50,462.85. 

http://www.mb.com.ph/author/philippine-news-agency/
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ABUS SET DEADLINE FOR HOSTAGES 

BY: JULIE S. ALIPALA | INQUIRER MINDANAO 

05:55 AM MARCH 11TH, 2016 

ZAMBOANGA CITY—Abu Sayyaf bandits holding three Westerners and a Filipino woman in the 

jungles of Sulu have set a one-month deadline for millions of dollars in ransom to be paid, 

according to a video released Thursday. 

In the video posted on the Facebook page of Pamantasan ng Tawheed at Jihad Filibin, the emaciated 

hostages said they would be killed if the ransom was not paid by April 8. 

Canadian tourists John Ridsdel and Robert Hall, Norwegian resort manager Kjartan Sekkingstad 

and Hall’s Filipino girl friend Marites Flor were seized from a resort in the Island Garden City of 

Samal in Davao del Norte province in September last year. 

While the ransom amount was not specified, the Abu Sayyaf in an earlier video demanded $21 

million (P1 billion) for each of the three foreigners, without mentioning the conditions for Flor’s 

release. 

Hall identified their captors as members of the Abu Sayyaf, a bandit group notorious for kidnapping 

and beheading foreigners in the south. 

He said they were being held in Sulu, hideout of the Abu Sayyaf. 

Hall, shown seated next to Flor, asked the Canadian government to help them. 

“I am a Canadian citizen being held by the Abu Sayyaf group for ransom. The amount is, I do not 

know what it is. But the Canadian government has got to get us out of here fast, to do what is 

necessary to get us out here soon. We got one month before this happens,” he said. With a report 

from AFP   

http://globalnation.inquirer.net/byline/julie-s-alipala
http://globalnation.inquirer.net/source/inquirer-mindanao
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CHINA WARNS PH, JAPAN ON PLANE DEAL 

PHILIPPINE DAILY INQUIRER 

05:50 AM MARCH 11TH, 2016 

China expressed alarm on Thursday about an agreement in which the Philippines will lease five 

aircraft from Japan to help patrol the disputed South China Sea. 

President Aquino had said the five TC-90 training aircraft would help the Philippine Navy conduct 

surveillance flights over the country’s territory that is being claimed by China. 

“If the Philippines’ actions are to challenge China’s sovereignty and security interests, China is 

resolutely opposed,” foreign ministry spokesperson Hong Lei told a news briefing, as reported by 

Reuters. 

“I also want to point out that Japan is not a party to the South China Sea issue and we are on high 

guard against its moves. We demand that Japan speak and act cautiously and not do anything to 

harm regional peace and stability,” Hong said. 

The Philippines has made modernization of its air and naval forces a priority as China has built 

islands and deployed missiles and jet fighters on a number of reefs in the South China Sea, in the 

area Filipinos call the West Philippine Sea and within its economic zone. 

China claims almost the entire South China Sea, citing its ancient nine-dash-line, but Brunei, 

Malaysia, Taiwan and Vietnam also have claims to parts of the sea. 

China, the world’s second-largest economy, and Japan, the third-largest, have a difficult political 

history, with relations strained by the legacy of Japan’s World War II aggression and conflicting 

claims over uninhabited East China Sea islets. 

Last week, the Philippines and Japan signed a deal on the transfer of military equipment and 

technology, a document Japan needs to allow it to export weapons and guarantee they will not be 

transferred to a third party. 

The  Philippine Department of National Defense said discussions were still ongoing on the 

mechanics of the lease of the five aircraft from Japan. 

“Still up for discussion are the mechanics on how to acquire them, this will be discussed in another 

forum,” Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin said in an interview in Camp Aguinaldo on Thursday.  

Julie M. Aurelio  

 

http://globalnation.inquirer.net/source/philippine-daily-inquirer

